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2005-10-01-rv7-
Solved my little communications protocol problem to talk to and listen 
to the uNav sensor from a linux box courtesy of some help from my ISP 
John Babiarz.  Crossbow doesn't provide datalogging source codes for the 
uNav so I'm taking the data log code for one of their other navigation 
sensors to write one from scratch.    With that alligator skinned I've 
still been pushing to get things primed before winter.   Finished 
fitting and drilling the wing root fairing.  Also double checked the 
motion limits on the elevator and rudder per Van's spec.  With that done 
it was time to take the empenage apart and put everything back onto the 
storage cart.  With the wing root fairing drilling completed we next 
took the temporary pins out and removed the wings.  I'll next fit the 
wing tips to the wings and take the fual tanks off to test them.  If all 
goes well I can then prime the wings, put them back on the storage cart 
and prep and prime the fusalage.    I want to get the hardware processed 
before the weather runs out on me.  I figure in the dark days of winter 
I can take my time working on the software/hardware to get the synthetic 
vision system up and running.   I figure I'll test the system using the 
station wagon initially, then use a laptop to run some tests in a rented 
Cessna.



2005-10-02-rv7-



2005-10-04-rv7-



2005-10-11-rv7-
A simple little power failure....sometime after midnight....just after I 
had published my EAA Chapter's newsletter.......and when the power came 
back on Linux would not boot and I got
a nasty surprise to see the words "Kernel Panic!" as the last words on 
the monitor.   It took from the wee hours of last thursday morning until 
about 3 O'clock yesterday afternoon to get the drive put back together 
and running again.   For those who may run into this little disaster 
here's a run down of what seems to have happened and how it got fixed.

Apparently from the power failure the superblock on the drive became 
corrupted and accordingly linux would not mount it.  But it gets a 
little more complicated.  The system under Fedora Core 3 was set up with 
the Logical Volume Management (LVM2) disk management system.   Under 
this approach the boot sector is on an Ext3 partition and the root "/" 
and swap partititions are logical volumes in a LVM2 partition.   It took 
a while for that to sink in, particularly after repeated attempts run 
dumpe2fs to find the backup superblocks failed using the hardware mount 
points.
After I could not get a rescue disk to mount the drive I took a new 
120gb drive and built a Fedora Core 3 system from scratch and dug out 
the source codes for the file system utilities.  After some snooping 
around I started modifying a hack routine called "findsuper.c" to raw 
read the device and see what was on it.  The boot partition looked 
fine....when I dumped some of the second partition to disk and looked it 
with a binary editor I got a nasty surprise when I went to where the 
superblock on an ext3 system should be.   I found the text reference for 
the LVM partition.  The real meanng of my fdisk checks on the disk now 
dawned me!....

I didn't have very good tools for LVM under Core 3 so I bought the book 
on Core 4 and built a core 4 system from scratch on the 120gb drive.   I 
got a little smarter (this is key!) when I built the core 4 system.   I 
explicitly named the LVM components differently then the Core 4 
defaults.  This was necessary because if I didn't I never would get Core 
4 to see the defective drive's LVM structure because it would have the 
same identifiers.   With this construction I could then use the LVM gui 
to find the mount point which would now be under 
/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00.  I also installed Core 3 on a small, otherwise 
useless 5gb drive.  With the little drive for testing I could now mount 
it's root partition at /dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 and run dumpe2fs to get 
a report on the structure of the drive and where the backup superblocks 
where.  Armed with that info I started dumping sections of the drive to 
disk for snooping with the binary editor to make sure our understanding 
of how ext3 was structured jived with reality.   Headway there, now it 
was time to try the bad drive.  

Dumpe2fs would not work on the bad drive, but now debugfs would if you 
mounted it read only and with the catastrophic option  (-c) turned on.   
I though, well, here goes nothing...lets just run the "ls" command to 
see if we can read a directory.....voila!.....or "Balok" in Lord of the 
Rings parlance ....we could read the drive root directory.    That 5gb 
drive key to figuring out how to run debugfs and get it to mount the 
drive.  From the little drive I could see that linux sets the block size 
at 4096.  And from that 5gb drive I got the backup superblock 
address.    The boot sector block size if 1024, the root partition is 
4096 and the difference is very important.  Anyhow you have to run 
debugfs with both the blocksize and the backup superblock address 
specified.  That done I was able to start dumping directories onto the 



new Core 4 drive.   After pulling off every key thing I could think of 
(including the 10+gb flightgear terrain, my nasa shuttle radar altimeter 
database etc.) I was now ready to take the plunge and run e2fsck on the 
sick drive to try to repair it.   It took a couple of e2fsck runs with 
different settings and about 5 or six hours but finally, the drive 
passed systems tests with a clean bill of health and would boot.  This 
email was generated from the system running with the fixed drive.....

Gee, now that, that killed a week, I can hopefully go back to looking at 
the uNav, but first I've got to get some priming done before winter and 
there is still some firewood to rustle up....

The fox picture is of a young fox that keeps dropping by for a visit and 
taking a nap out in the open in the back yard.

Phil





2005-10-19-rv7-
Scoped out putting the wing tip on the wing and decided against it for 
now, I'll do it during the winter in the house.  Finished the platenut 
detailing for the wing root fairing and acid etched and alodined the 
skins.  In the evening Cathy and I finished the grouting on the floor so 
we can start moving things back in for winter.  

On the uNav front I got the source codes for the stargate computer 
compiler on my linux box and now I can run the uNav data through the 
serial port and have the software do the filtering to product the AHRS 
results, i.e. the pitch, roll and yaw angles, altitude, speed, latitude 
and longitude.   Now to dig up a laptop or it's going to look kind of 
funny with with my samsung monitor in the back seat of the oldsmobile 
for testing!  I figure to run the device in the station wagon I'll have 
to put it on a cardboard box to keep it away from all the iron!.    The 
magnetometers are sensitive as demonstrated quite easily with a 
screwdriver placed a few inches from the device. 





2005-10-20-rv7-
Priming the wing takes a while!, like half a day.  Starting to migrate 
the various pieces back into the house for winter.  I have worked it out 
so I can put the wings, fusalage and empenage assembly parts all in the 
back room and still work on the fusalage innards.  That or the dining 
room is going to get stuck with the wings again!....  But since pretty 
much all the fabrication and installation on the airframe proper is 
pretty much done it's internal wiring and firewall forward on the 
fusalage.   I am going to try to get the fusalage back in there and put 
it back on it's main gear so I can finish the gear leg details like the 
brake lines in the comfort of the house this winter. 





2005-10-21-rv7-
Priming the wing takes a while!, like half a day.  Starting to migrate 
the various pieces back into the house for winter.  I have worked it out 
so I can put the wings, fusalage and empenage assembly parts all in the 
back room and still work on the fusalage innards.  That or the dining 
room is going to get stuck with the wings again!....  But since pretty 
much all the fabrication and installation on the airframe proper is 
pretty much done it's internal wiring and firewall forward on the 
fusalage.   I am going to try to get the fusalage back in there and put 
it back on it's main gear so I can finish the gear leg details like the 
brake lines in the comfort of the house this winter. 



2005-10-22-rv7-
Priming the wing takes a while!, like half a day.  Starting to migrate 
the various pieces back into the house for winter.  I have worked it out 
so I can put the wings, fusalage and empenage assembly parts all in the 
back room and still work on the fusalage innards.  That or the dining 
room is going to get stuck with the wings again!....  But since pretty 
much all the fabrication and installation on the airframe proper is 
pretty much done it's internal wiring and firewall forward on the 
fusalage.   I am going to try to get the fusalage back in there and put 
it back on it's main gear so I can finish the gear leg details like the 
brake lines in the comfort of the house this winter. 





2005-10-23-rv7-
One thing I've always hated about working on cars is the issue of 
working upside down under the dash, etc. with your head held up.  Makes 
for some interesting sore muscles the next morning!. As a countebalance 
device I found hooking my foot over the saw horse seemed to eliminate 
the neck strain while running the drill motor to scotchbrite the 
fusalage bottom skins on the tail cone.  Hopefully I can finish the 
initial scotchbriting work on the fusalage tomorrow and then go on to 
acid etch and alodine the skins for priming.  Hopefully we will have the 
fusalage primer'd and back home in the back room by November first.  
We'll see... 





2005-10-24-rv7-
Fun upside down today scotchbriting the underside of the fusalage.  Acid 
etched the skins.  Tried using the sponge and bucket of water routine to 
clean the skins after etching.  Finally through in the 
towel...literally...and got the hose out to rinse everything off.   Next 
stop, Alodine, step B.



2005-10-25-rv7-
Cruising along alodining the fusalage and I kept thinking boy the Wilma 
storm system is moving up the coast fast....Gee that rain looks awful 
white.....Got the fusalage alodined and then about 3:30 pm....zap...no 
power...for like 23 hours!...grr...Oh well, nice opportunity to drink 
beer and play cards by the light of my ancient anchor light.   Lately is 
seem like if two chipmunks get in a fist fight the power goes off!....  
Come on boys, chainsaws are for clearing trees from around and about 
them power lines...Seriously, I'm begining to to think those power grid 
yahoos are just doing chicken and turning the power off,  I'll be darned 
if I could find anything wrong with the power lines in Canaan.





2005-10-26-rv7-
It took til about 2:30 this afternoon to get power....for 45 minutes 
then kaput!....By then I had the fualage taped off for priming and I 
figured fhooey on the electric co-op I'll just run the
generator.    About mid way through priming it looked like the local 
area was back on the grid so I could turn off the generator.  Man do 
those things make a lot of noise!.... I'll double check the results 
thursday to see if I need any touching up on the priming.  Otherwise, 
I'll let it cure to through the weekend and then it's back into the nest 
for winter.





2005-10-27-rv7-
Had a chance to get together with our EAA Chapter's flight advisor Dino 
Vlahakis, pictured here with his beutiful Stearman.  The irony, the 
photo is taken at lebanon airport (KLEB) in New Hampshire and Dino is an 
international captain veteran with time logged flying into Bierut....aka 
Bierut Lebanon.    One of the things we are hoping to take advantage of 
is Lebanon airport because it has a tower,  long, and wide, paved 
runways, and people like Dino in the chapter who have been through the 
aircraft birthing process.   Meanwhile, back at the ranch,  Put a the 
crosscoat of primer on the fusalage and when I was finished it was then 
end of my gallon of Dupont Corlar fleet grade primer.  If things go well 
we will have the bird back in it's nest for winter tomorrow afternoon or 
Sunday. 



2005-10-28-rv7-



2005-10-29-rv7-
After finishing priming the fusalage this week today was the big day to 
move the fusalage back into the house.  Took a little wrestling.  I've 
removed the sliding doors enough times not that I have that part of the 
procedure more or less down pat.  The trick we used this time was to 
drag it backwards up the slope to the opening and then place my small 
rivet cart under the rear spar bulkhead area of the fusalage.  Then 
Cathy got the chore of weighing the tail down to lifte the nose area so 
we could remove the gear and scoot it back into the room.  Only hitch 
was we couldn't quite get enough lift to remove the main gear...so... a 
little mule lifting on my part under the fusalage and voila...we had the 
gear off.   Once it was back into the room we had to get a little extra 
lift again with the ol thigh's  to get that little extra to insert the 
gear into their respective tubes.    In any event, the fusalage is back 
in the house for the winter and sitting securely on a pair of steel saw 
horses. 







2005-11-08-rv7-
I finally got my sensor talking to flightgear in real time via socket 
programming.  If you're willing to thrash around for a while you can 
learn to do just about anything by studying source codes.  It turned out 
I only had to tweak the uNav/Stargate published source codes a bit and 
run flightgear on the tcp protocol (until I figure out how to shift to 
others?, if it matters...).  (First you make things work, then you make 
them elegant!).  

The output jitters a bit with about (1) degree of variation over time in 
heading position.  I think this may be a calibration issue, but it will 
a while before I burrow into things and check that out.    I may be 
getting effects from the fact the sensor is in a cardboard box on top of 
the linux box.  Of course, for an extra $10,000 to $15,000 you can get a 
sensor that doesn't jitter......Anyhow, the uNav definitely is sensitive 
to iron as readily illustrated by moving a small screw driver near the 
device.    I think I swung the compass (and the display depiction) about 
15 to 20 degrees with the screwdriver.    I wanted to take the picture 
of the device next to the monitor but nixed the idea becaus of the steel 
used in the support frame the monitor sits on.  Plus I figured it 
probably wasn't a great ideat to get it anywhere near a flyback 
transformer....

Progress only cost me two lock-ups of my machine and I have some file 
system cleanup to do from the wreckage, but it is nice to verify that 
you can combine an inertial sensor with a flight simulation package and 
produce a sophisticated cockpit display capability. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch.. Joel Godston (retired from Pratt & 
Whitney)  gave a talk on jet engines this evening at our EAA chapter 
meeting.  Joel brought parts!....from his development days when they 
tested engines during development and that occasionally meant frying 
them....When you think of it, the development of gas turbines over the 
last 50+ years has produced the most reliable and fuel efficient high 
output engines ever produced.  





2005-11-13-rv7-
Sure got a tad hazy sunday, but I wanted to get up anyway as I haven't 
flown since July 3rd.  Was a bit rusty on the currency take offs and 
landings before taking Cathy and her mom up for some hazy sightseeing 
out towards Mt. Ascutney and Hawks' peak, the site of the 1947 B-29 
wreck.   The haze did not make for a perfect picture taking day.  Here's 
a shot of the approach to 18 at Lebanon and a flightgear rendering of 
approximately the same position.   Now if I can scrounge up a laptop 
with an accelerated graphics board I can get flightgear and the sensor 
running in an a portable unit.    For now I'm still driving flight gear 
around to position the viewpoint and comparing them to photographs of 
the area.   I'm pretty confident now that I can get the synthetic vision 
to work with Crossbow's certificied sensors in addition to their uNAV 
sensor..  It is my understanding crossbow supplies the inertial device 
for the Chelton system.  I also note that if other simulation software 
such as x-plane, or even (bannish the thought) microsoft publish an 
interface and support a documented socket programming protocol you could 
using sensors like the uNAV with a small programming translator to drive 
other simulation displays.    A secondary issue arrises as to the 
pedigree of the terrain database(s) used by the flight sim,  but that 
class of problem sure beats creating the display software from scratch!





2005-11-17-rv7-
Couldn't resist trying out a crude adaptation of a logitech joystick to 
the control stick on the plane.  Mickey mouse, but it works if you hold 
it down with one hand.   Serously, though it was a nice excercise to see 
what kind of ergonomic nightmares/opportunites are associated with a 
keyboard in the cockpit.   Definitely needs some tuning, but it turns 
out the logitech joystick controller probably is doable to track stick 
status at the cost of a usb port.  The controller will interface to
regular pots so the next step will be to machine up some bracketing to 
hold the resister and linkage to the stick. 



2005-11-18-rv7-
Have been working on automating decoding the defense mapping agency's 
DAFIFT database for airspace boundaries so I can display them in the 
synthetic image.   Friday two weeks ago I was working away at the 
computer when up pops papa
fox for a visit.   As expected he snooped his way around the corner to 
the (closed) chicken coop.   Sorry pal, no chicken din--din today.  This 
fella was pretty big, first time I've seen one with a white tipped tail. 



2005-11-28-rv7-
So far I have managed to automate generating files for displaying the 
circlular core of airspace around class D airfields.  Here is Lebanon in 
a reverse contrast image and the conventional summer terrain texturing 
native to flightgear.  My old 2nd seat in the legislator, also an A/P, 
Phil Weber came by over the holidays from Pennsylvania.

I have also finally gotten around to doing a rewrite of my website 
(www.cobbin.com) to put some of the synthetic vision material on there, 
including the sources for the revised hud and code to interface with the 
Crossbow uNAV device.  I also have
been looking into getting a mini-ATX computer board to make the 
synthetic vision system portable so I can run some field 
tests....but...it turns out the graphic accelerator cards are power 
hungry and I haven't found an mini-ATZ with a power supply big enough to 
support the graphics card.   If I had my choice I would go with a 
panasonic ruggedized laptop, the ones with the sunlight readable 
display, but at $3500 clams that's a bit much.

Now back to burrowing into the DAFIFT database.   This is the same 
database by the way the defense mapping agency claims to want to take 
out of the public domain and make secret?  I'm still curious as to what 
the hell the big secret is as to the boundaries of airspace already 
depicted on sectional maps!  This sounds more like an effort to force 
people to get their data from some congressional chairman's pet defense 
contractor.....for a fee.  Come to think of it, one of those folks just 
got clipped in Kalifornia for being yea olde bribe bait.

http://www.cobbin.com/




2005-11-30-rv7-
Worked out some glitches on getting the airspace files stored in the 
right directory/tile for flightgear to display the circular cores of B, 
C, and D class airspace.  I'm only using an 8 sided cylinder for the 
circles at this point.  Next I'll work on routines to get the circular 
arcs and line segments in that make up the gerrymandering of the overal 
airspace system. 

The first shot is coming from Burlington Vt towards Lebanon NH.  Lebanon 
is 50 nautical miles off and the blue band on the horizon is Lebanon's 
Class D airspace circle of 4.8 miles radius.  The second shot is from 
the Manchester NH airport area toward Boston with Boston's inner and 
outer circular core of Class B airspace depicted.  This is the classic 
upside down wedding cake airspace structure with a central core to the 
ground surrounded by an other shelf.  There is a lot more
complexity to the airspace system to put in, but this is a pretty 
interesting start.  Generation of the airspace files is automated using 
the Defense Mapping Agency's DAFIFT data files to put together the 
airspace system into a flightgear compatable format.  What a hoot.

As a low time pilot I always have a heck of a time pin pointing runways 
from far off and it sure will be nice to spot some by there airspace.    
Next, I want to see if I can modify the companion Atlas moving map 
software to display the airspace perimeter outlines ala the way klog does. 





2005-12-07-rv7-



2005-12-15-rv7-
Ran a test late this afternoon before the weather goes south on us big 
time.   First I had to upgrade my uNAV software to work with the latest 
upgrade to flightgear (0.9.9).    I then hooked up the 2000 watt max 
inverter I picked up the other day.  I found I could run the computer 
and feed power to the crossbow unit with a radio shack wall wart and the 
hole kit and kaboodle only took 250 watts of power on the inverter.  And 
that is using my lead weight, aka, a Samsung SyncMaster 955 DF 
monitor.   So, with everything in the car I took a drive down to route 4 
and back.  

Mag heading was all over the place, but then the unit WAS sitting on top 
of the monitor!.  The gps as I went along Canaan Street had me moved 
over a couple hundred yards into the lake.   But the attitude sensing 
seemed correct and all things considered not bad for my first excursion.  

A key result from this little test is the fact that power requirements 
are not really that bad when you realize I'm running spinning two disk 
drives, a  17 inch  tube type monitor, and a regular sized motherboard 
running an AMD 1.1 ghz system.

I also got Curt Olson's video running on my windows 2000 box which shows 
a side by side video /synthetic vision of an RC airplane flight equipped 
with a video camera and Midg II sensor.  What a hoot to watch the video 
and synthetic vision track. 

First you make things work, then you make them elegant....





2005-12-17-rv7-
Getting a little more field experience at running the synthetic vision 
software with the crossbow uNAV sensor in an automotive environment on 
fairly rough roads. 

For this second field test I put the crossbow sensor on a piece of 
plywood to insulate it from the iron.  Cathy and I then set out for a 
little tour of the area to see how things worked out.  Interesting.  At 
one point (after a pothole) the mag heading cycled around to be about 
180 degrees off.    The screen shot is from the goose pond area below 
the dam with the altimeter having 500 meters  artificially added so we 
could take a  birds I view  on the display to check features like Moose 
Mtn, etc.   The red band at the top of the image is the outer boundary 
of the Yankee ONE MOA airspace.  The solid red are in the center of the 
image is goose pond rendered in a reverse contrast color scheme. 

This field trip indicated the hole setup was taking 300 watts to run.   
We got the magnetometer anamoly to reshow itself via a pothole on goose 
pond.  This time the filter rotated the display around 360 degrees then 
re-locked on heading.   I can see we are going to have to spend some 
time immersing  ourselves  into Kalman  filtering nuances.   The roll 
and pitch sensing was fine.   Overall things went pretty well 
considering how rough a ride a car is compared to chugging along in a 
Cessna. 

The power leads off the cigarette lighter are definitely way to small to 
feed the 300 watts and we got to experience a little "smoke in the 
cockpit" and joys of partial cyanide poisoning from the cooked 
insulation.   Other than that, piece of cake...other than blowing a 25 
amp fuse. 

Next step, I'll start making some apparatus to box the sensor up and go 
through and run some calibration testing. 





2005-12-25-rv7-
Nice and balmy out this morning for Christmas.  Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year to Everyone!

The whole gang...

Sam the lap dog...



2005-12-30-rv7-


